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Dr. A. Robert Rogers 
Library director 
gets Kent State 
faculty position 
By STEVEN BRASH 
Staff Reporter 
Dr. A. Robert Rogers has re- 
signed as director of the Univer- 
sity library after ten years of ser- 
vice In which the planning and 
building of the new $4.5 million 
library took place. 
Dr. Rogers will leave Bowling 
Green June 30 to become a pro- 
fessor of library science at Kent 
State University. His new position 
combines both teaching on the grad- 
uate level and research. 
"During the last several years 
here, I've encountered several 
questions on which research needs 
to be done. I have five projects 
on which I will work right now," 
he said. 
Dr. Rogers was appointed acting 
director In 1961 when Dr. Paul 
F. Leedy was promoted to Pro- 
vost. Since then the number of books 
and bound volumes has grown by 
nearly 150,000, and th9 full-time 
staff has grown by 45. 
Commenting on his years at 
Bowling Green, Dr. Rogers said, 
"The thing that gives me the great- 
est satisfaction was the planning, 
construction,and opening of the new 
building. I think It's a modern, 
functional, attractive, library which 
will serve for a good many years 
to come." 
One of the main Innovations which 
came with the new library was the 
iBM circulation system. Bowling 
Green will receive national atten- 
tion because of this system, he 
said. "Later on In the spring, IBM 
staff members will be on campus 
to write a manual on our library's 
circulation system for distribution 
around the country," Dr. Rogers 
pointed out. 
Explaining why he chose to go 
to Kent, Dr. Rogers pointed out 
that Kent has developed a School 
of Library Science while Bowling 
Green only has a department. 
Kent also has an accredited grad- 
uate program which Bowling Green 
(Continued on page 5) 
IStudeni code in last stage 
By SUSIE McCU.-LOUGH 
Staff Writer 
A Student Code calling for a "go'aoumont of law rather than a 
government of men" is <n the final stages of drafting. 
Daniel L Warfleld, freshman In the College of Liberal Arts and 
chairman of the Code Comm'ttee, stated that a copy of the tentative 
Code will be submitted Wednesday to Dr. James G. Bond, Vlce- 
Prestdent of Student Affairs, for approval. 
'I'M.;   Student   Code   Is a result of the bill passed In the Ohio > 
Congress ordering all state universities to formulate a cod; with 
passages regulating campus disturbances. 
Not a revision of the present University Interim Code, the 
Student Code Is, Instead, a replacement. 
"Tne Interim Code is the bringing together of rules and po- 
licy statements which had been lying dormant In separate pub- 
lications," said Edward H. Ward, assistant to Dr. Bond. "The 
new Student Code Is the editing and deleting of those rules In 
the  Interim Code  archaic  to the contemporary campus scene." 
Warfield disagreed. While he concurred that the Code contained 
University regulations restricted in a Bill of Rights manner, 
the Code Is not a new handbook of rules, but "an attempt to reg- 
ulate the rules." 
"The Student Code, In replacing the Interim, will institute 
rules of law rather than rules of men. It Is concerned with the 
nature of rules and their enforcement. It will throw out arbi- 
trary control over people's lives, " Warfleld stated. 
One of the purposes of the Code, according to Warfleld, is 
to "protect the students and alleviate the fears of the Trustees." 
Dr. Bond stated the Trustees don't have any fears. "The 
purpose of the Code is to Insure the right climate, not to pro- 
tect the student," he said. 
Taking an opposite view, Warfleld explained that the students 
would be protected by due process of law from the arbitrary 
ra'es and actions taken against them. Because of the Consti- 
tutional nature of the Code, Warfleld said, " the fear of the 
Trustees would stem *rom not having direct control over stu- 
dents." 
"There Is no reason for legal ism for legallsm's sake," said 
Dr. Bond, who added that the Code must be of an educational, 
not a constitutional nature.    An "atmosphere of trust" Is needed. 
"A lot of teaching has to be done to come up with a meaningful 
Code, " he continued. "If students see it as a defense, It will 
not work." 
Opinions clashed again over the passage calling for a Tri- 
bunal Board. The Board would consist of Dr. Bond plus one 
student and faculty member conferring to determine student 
cases. 
Dr. Bond commented that this Board Is "totally Inappropri- 
ate," while Ward remarked that the Tribunal Board is "over- 
structured." 
"The students are trying to become too sophisticated In the 
area of Judicial review," Ward said. The demand for a Tri- 
bunal Board Is due to the suspicion of power of the Office of Stan- 
dards and Procedures, he added. 
"This is an Indication of Dr. Bond's desire to maintain personal 
control," stated Warfleld. "He Is arrogant. The Board should 
serve students, not control them or act as parents. We aren't 
taking away Dr. Bond's prerogative to be nice," Warfleld con- 
tinued, "Just his prerogative to be nasty." 
Both Dr. Bond and Ward feel the Judicial system outlined In 
the Code are overdone. "The Judicial system goes way beyond 
the Federal court requirements," Ward stated. "The Code Com- 
mittee is assuming that Student Court Is professional." 
This Judicial system is absolutely necessary, according to War- 
field. "If the Administration's attitude toward University gov- 
ernment continues, this could, in about five years, be the Bowling 
Green riots." 
"In spite of the differences to be resolved, Drs. Bond and Ward 
think the Code may be accepted as a compromise to the earlier 
Interim Code.    Dr. Bond remarked that they will accept the Code 
If it is consistent with  the educational goals of the University. 
"If this goes In the wastebasket, " Warfleld stated, "the sol- 
ution may be bricks through Student Service's beautiful windows." 
"I expect the code Is necessary, but I wish it weren't," com- 
mented Dr. Bond.  "However, It is a step in Improving relations." 
Dan Warfleld also feels that It is unfortunate that such a thing 
is necessary. "If Dr. Bond Is really concerned, he should scrap 
the Tribunal Board, the Code, and send everybody to the Coun- 
seling Center," he said. 
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Poher receives presidency of France 
PARIS (AP) - Alain Poher, an 
unknown outside France, received 
the powers of the presidency of 
Charles de Gaulle's Fifth Republic 
without ceremony yesterday, but 
his only major task Is to set up a 
presidential election. 
DeGaulle remained behind the 
green Iron gates of his country 
estate at Colomiiey-les-Deux 
Eglises In eastern France, where 
the tolling of the church clock at 
noon marked the end of his 10 
years of rule. 
Noon was the hour DeGaulle him- 
self had selected for leaving France 
"to Its destiny." 
His resignation--the result of a 
sharp defeat In a referendum call- 
ing for decentralization of power 
and Senate reform—stirred up all 
kinds of guessing in Europe and 
around the world. Gold and cur- 
rency markets encountered a new 
flurry of trading. The French franc 
hit new lows and gold new highs In 
Paris, underscoring the uncertainty 
some felt about the French economy 
without DeGaulle. 
The British looked with renewed 
hope for Joining the European Com- 
mon Market. The West Germans 
and others foresaw the possibility 
of a more flexible France and 
European political unity. DeGaulle 
kept Britain out of the Common 
Market and sought for France the 
leading role among European na- 
tions. Israelis expressed a hope 
for a change In what they regarded 
as   DeGaulle's pro-Arab policies 
and the Arabs considered they had 
lost a friend. 
At Elysee Palace In Paris, sec- 
retaries, clerks, administrative 
assistants and top-level members 
of the DeGaulle secretariat cleared 
personal papers and property out 
of their desks and vacated the 
offices. Trucks rolled out through 
the graveled courtyard with De- 
Gualle's personal possessions, in- 
cluding a great variety of gifts 
that  he had collected from chiefs 
of state on official visits. 
The transfer of power to Pohjer 
was accomplished with a complete 
absence of formality. A letter from 
the constitutional Council advis- 
ing him that a vacancy In the 
presidency existed, automatically 
moved Poher, as the Senate pres- 
ident, Into France's No. 1 Job. 
His first ceremonial act was to 
go to the Arch of Triumph to lay 
a wreath at the Tomb of the Un- 
known Soldier. 
Peace called 'not unreasonable9 
by ambassador to Mid East 
PROBLEM SOLVING   "V Rogers, soon to be leaving for Kent State, 
takes time to help come up with solutions to problems arising at 
Bowling Green's library.   (Photos by Dave McCoy) 
By BRUCE LARR.CK 
Editorial Editor 
The chances for peace In the 
Middle East are "not unreason- 
able," Dr. John S. Badeau, a for- 
mer United States ambassador to 
the United Arab Republic, said 
Saturday In the last program of 
Middle East Week. 
Dr. Badeau said the prospects 
for peace aid neutralization of the 
area are enhanced by common Rus- 
sian and American Interests in 
preserving world peace, which Is 
endangered by conflicts in the Mid- 
dle East. 
He said the United states and 
Russia must find a cooperative 
approach to dissolve the chances 
for Russian-American conflict 
over the Arab-Israeli dispute and 
to control arms supplies to the 
area. 
In analyzing American and Rus- 
sian Interests in the area, Dr. 
Badeau discounted the usual rea- 
sons given for international In- 
volvement In the area — oil and 
strategic military position. 
He pointed out that ell is es- 
sential only for the Industry of 
Western Europs, with the United 
States and R'issia having their own 
sources for the valuable fuel. 
He then said,   even though the 
Suez Canal was closed and the 
Arabs threatened to cut off the sup- 
ply of oil to Western Europe after 
the six day war of June, 1967, 
the supply was not cut off, and 
will not be cut off because It 
would destroy the Arab countries 
financially. 
The strategic Importance of the 
Middle East has militarily les- 
sened. Dr. Badeau said, because 
of the development of nuclear wea- 
ponry which makes It unnecessary 
for the great powers to have bases 
In the area, Including the United 
State's missile bases In Turkey. 
"The real Interest of the great 
powers is to determine the shape 
of an emerging society," he said. 
Dr. Badeau quoted a correspon- 
dent from Tass. the official news 
agency of the Russian government, 
as saying the Middle East Is the 
last great area where Russia can 
demonstrate Its capacity to develop 
an area after failures In Africa, 
Southeast Asia, and Cuba. 
Ui i' along with Russian economic 
and political. Involvement In the 
Middle East have come cor- 
responding problems, he said. 
The    Russians   fear   the Arab 
states may touch off an unwanted 
(Continued on page 5) 
Life magazine charges Rhodes 
with dipping into campaign funds 
Life magazine charged yesterday that Gov. James A. Rhodes has 
settled Internal Revenue claims against him for over $100,000 In taxes, 
Interest and penalties on unreported Income over the past 10 years. 
Life said the claims were on "money Rhodes had taken from funds 
ostensibly collected for political expenses, diverted to his personal 
use and not reported as Income." 
The story continued, between 1958 and 1966 (Rioies took office as 
governor In 1963), the IRS, as a result of separate audits, obtained 
settlements from Rhodes in excess of $100,000. 
"Rhodes had dipped Into the campaign fund for a total of $88,982 
from 1954 through 1957. Of this amount he reported $18,982 as 'gifts" 
and gratultes' on his tax return He did not report the balance," 
Life alleged. 
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letters to the editor 
Timely discovery 
Governor James Rhodes and Speaker of the House Charles km- 
fess have suddenly become magicians by finding SI 10 million 
in the treasury they hadn't known was there before. 
So they have withdrawn the multifarious tax packages they had 
proposed for the financing of higher education Tor the next two 
years, since they say this new discovery will cover the costs of 
education budget increases. 
All of this is fine for the state universities for the next two 
years, but it brings up many long-range questions about the fi- 
nancing of higher education in the state and the fiscal policies 
of Governor Rhodes in general. 
We doubt the credibility of a governor who says he has sudden- 
ly "found" $110 million in the treasury that wasn't there before. 
How was this money overlooked, or did he know about it all the 
time, just saving it for the time when he could endear himself 
to the voters of the state by withdrawing a tax increase pro- 
posal? 
Hut more important to the state universities is the question of 
financing after this two-year period. It is doubtful that the gov- 
ernor will be able to find $110 million worth of unused revenue 
every two years with whi ch to placate the universities and the 
voters. 
This discovery solves nothing in the long run. The problems 
of higher education will again come up in 1971, and the Hoard 
of Regents and the state universities will again be arguing 
about priorities und raising student fees. 
Hy discovering these funds, the governor has neatly skirted 
the issue of corporate income taxes to support higher education, 
and will throw the problem over to the next governor, to be el- 
ected in 1970. 
What the state government should do now is discuss the possi- 
bilities for increasing revenue in the next two years so thut the 
state universities will not be required to raise fees that ure al- 
ready inordinately high. 
If the state government sits back on its haunches becuusc of 
this discovery, it will deserve the condemnation of the academic 
community and the entire stale for shirking its responsibilities 
during a time of crisis in state higher education. 
Easier breathing 
with threat gone? 
Well, we can all breathe a little 
easier now that Ron Nye Is out 
of school. God, If he wasn't given 
the word we would have all been 
on heroin for sure by now, right? 
I mean we can't have a bunch of 
maybe dope addicts on campus, 
right? 
But let's take a more serious 
look at the situation, because the 
situation Is serious to anyone who 
cares about University policy. I'm 
not really sure which should be 
criticized more, the ridiculous 
Interim Code, or Dean Raymond 
Whlttaker for following it. 
"Innocent until proven guilty" 
was once a meaningful phrase 
which first decayed Into a cliche, 
and which has now sunk Into the 
depths of pure, raw bull. It has 
no meaning at all, at least not 
at Bowling Green—or at least not 
under the Interim Code. 
Innocence Is a state that Is 
terminated only bygullt--not may- 
be guilt, but proven guilt. A per- 
son In this state Is entitled to 
pursue Ms rights, one of which 
is to pursue his education. Ac- 
cording to the law, Ron Nye— 
right now—Is Innocent, but out 
of school; and I can't think of one 
good, substantial reason that just- 
ifies this situation. 
Is he a threat to other students? 
If he Isn't guilty, then he Is no 
more a "threat" than he ever 
was. And If he Is guilty, I'm 
sure he's not going to blow It 
all by making himself to anyone. 
It seems so elementary to me, 
why even the most professional 
criminals cool It when the heat's 
on! And anyone who took Speech 
102 will tell you that Ron has 
the benefit of presumption, right? 
Student role must change 
By NICK LICATE 
Student Council President 
There Is a vast informal and complex power re- 
lationship between the students and the administration 
that the student body is grossly Ignorant of. With- 
out going Into detail, the crux of the relationship 
lies In understanding that the legal power for approv- 
ing all University policy derives from the Board 
of Trustees. 
The Board consists of nine members, all of whom 
are of business and managerial status who theoretically 
are supposed to represent the general populace of 
Ohio. They are political appointees made by the 
Governor of Ohio and they need not be approved 
by anyone representing the university they will manage. 
The Board In turn elects a president fur the Un- 
iversity who is like the captain of the ship. He derives 
his authority from the Board and Is legally respon- 
sible to them and not to the community he oversees. 
He then delegates his authority to his vice-presidents 
who design and regulate policies over their appro- 
priate areas. 
For Instance, the Vice-President of Student Affairs 
may have close' to absolute power In setting dorm 
open-house policies, student disciplinary actions, and 
other parental regulations. 
But when the students challenge these parental 
rules, the vice-President and other lower admin- 
istrative officials claim their decisions represent 
University policy and as such must be referred all 
the way back to the Board of Trustees. 
The result of such a system Is that when a Dean 
writes a statement on a piece of paper It is equated 
with or given the status of a University policy as 
long as the President will Informally support such 
actions. 
There are subtle aspects of this entire arrange- 
ment which limits and castrates student partici- 
pation. The first aspect Is the contradictory ed- 
ucational role of the University. The student from 
the first grade on Is taught to respect this nation 
because of Its democratic participatory government. 
He Is assured that when he becomes an adult he 
will be able not onlv to freely voice his opinion but 
he may also organize with others to Implant these 
opinions In a peaceful manner. He Is the theoretical 
basis for the government, I.e. the powar derives 
from the people. 
This principle Is taught but not practiced in the Un- 
iversity. That Is the University's contradictory 
educational role. As was described In the beginning 
of the article, tho power comes from above, not 
below. But while the University is not a democratic 
Insinuation, It supports appendages thit give such an 
Illusion. 
Thus the student Is urged to vote for representlves 
on a Student Government which has no legal power. 
The result Is that less than 30 percent of the student 
body votes for an election that means little to them. 
This leads to the second aspect of the power 
structure of the University; the anxiety felt by many 
of the elected "student leaders." They feel obli- 
gated to serve and In rare occurences even lead the 
students In changing the structure of the University. 
When they realize they have no direct power to 
do this but are rather In a position of being an ad- 
visory body, their relation with the Administration 
must be cordial In order to keep the "channels" 
open. This means that communication may become 
an end in Itself, and thus their original objectives 
may often be modified and mitigated in order to 
preserve a friendly working atmosphere with the 
Administration. 
Progress may then be measured by the num^ier 
of friendly meetings with the various Deans In form- 
ing committees to work on problems. The "re- 
sponsible student leader " .then Is one who can 
talk to the administration and receive promises or 
cooperation In return. 
There may be reforms undertaken but their rele- 
vance is bass/1 on pleasing the students Immediate 
desires rather than laying a framework for changing 
the University's role In society. 
Cut of this perspective, Student Council will not 
change due to simply a shuffling of personalities In 
leadership post ions. The reason It can't change Is 
because of its Indigenous contradictions. 
It has no legal power; It has only to play a role as 
an. advisory body and anybody can give advice. Ad- 
vice carries only as much weight as the listener Is 
willing to give to It, which thus leads to the emphasis 
on "responsible leadership" and "keeping the channels 
open." The sad fact Is that students do not have the 
power  to open the channels, "responsible" or not. 
The only other way Student Council can change the 
University Is be establishing student financed and 
controlled services whose main purpose Is to give 
the student the opportunity to shape his environment 
and his future. 
In the future, Student Council will not be able 
to shape the University's development, not because of 
the Individuals Involved but because of Its Inherent 
superficial postlon In relations to the University's 
Charter. Council must be able to either Interpret 
Its present Grant of Powers in a meaningful dynamic 
m inner without the administration accusing the Council 
of leading the students down the "prlm-ose path" 
or else Council needs a new Grant of Powers which 
will give the students those legal rights with which 
to revamp the University. 
There m ist be a new basic role for the students 
because they form the hope for creating a new Univer- 
sity and thus a better society. If we shirk from our 
responsibility In changing the University and remain 
satisfied In pursuing our own limited social gains, we 
may enjoy a tranquil and meaningless four-year ed- 
ucation   leading   to   a   secure programmed future. 
To me this situation is far more 
Important than getting broads In 
our rooms or bt-er in the union, 
and it shouldn't pass unnoticed. To 
the candidates running for office, 
I offer you an Invitation to make 
public your views on this matter 
In your campaigns. (Or is that 
academic bull?) 
To the  students I urge action 
(no riots, please) to find out whit 
the story Is and to show your 
support for the New Revised Un- 
iversity Code. 
And to the administration, I 
offer a hearty kick In the pants 
for another Job well done. 
John Murphy 
229  Rodgers 
Council best show around 
One question that has been raised recently has been the role of our 
Student Council. Many students have felt that Student Council should 
have   more   power,   while   some students #ant less student power. 
Still, It Is also true that most of our fel1 • students could not care 
less about student power. Now all the "activists", with open mouths 
and bewildered faces, ask why? Why? Oh why don't you care, fellow 
students? 
The fact Is, dear activist, that Student council has about as much 
power as a Volkswagen running on cocoa. Naturally, this appraisal 
does not dissuade the zealous activist, who sees and labels student 
"Inaction" as apathy. 
Despite the "apathy" of the administration and the student body, 
both are convinced that Student Council serves Bowling Green very 
well. The administration furnishes a playroom for Thursday night 
play-politics games. 
When the more "active" kiddles take part, it keeps them off the 
street, then when they are tired, they take a little nap afterwards. 
Now a weary little student can't make trouble , can he? 
Most "apathetic" students are also convinced that Student Council 
serves them, not only serving their needs as students, but their sense 
of humor as well. 
Frankly, student council Is the best show on campus. It should 
therefore be retained, for our sources of free public amusement are 




By TOM SHELLEY 
Student Columnist 
The upcoming student body elections are absurd. Student govern- 
ment Is a hoax. The current Grant of Powers, as Dr. Jamos G. 
Bond made Implicit at a recent Board of Trustees meeting, provided 
for a student non-government. Most persons concerned understand 
the current lrrelevency of student non-government, and this point need 
not be pressed. 
What Is to be done? There are several possibilities: The new 
student non-government leaders could press for a new Grant of Powers 
w'llch would provide for a meaningful position for student government 
In the "power structure" of the University. 
An all-unlverslty governance council could be formed which would 
represent all of the diffuse elements of the university community. 
A Student Union could take the place of the present student non-govern- 
ment and be an effective force in gaining Influence for the student 
body In the decision-making process of the University. 
The pro and con arguments are fairly well understood and contln- 
ally debated by those Interested in university governance for all three 
of these possible changes. One possibility that Is rarely considered 
Is that there be no student government at all. 
What would happen If there were no formal student organizations 
above the residence hall level? Paternalism could Increase. Ad- 
ministrative and faculty manipulation and exploitation of students could 
rise to unprecedented heights. Students could become more prlvltlstlc 
and apathetic and alienated.  Things could get worse, If that Is possible. 
Or exactly the oppostle could happen. Possibly all members of the 
university community would be FORCED to formulate new relationships 
amongst themselves. These relationships would have to be based on 
human Interactions rather than on quasi-political power or the Ill- 
defined traditional   "roles." 
Over a period of time, after sufficient interaction, a certain pattern 
of interaction—expected modes of behavior—would develop. Possibly 
these newly formed roles would be based on trust and mutual respect, 
or something similar to this. 
If Interaction would decline as a result of the cessation of formal 
quasl-polltlcal relationships within the university, It would probably 
rightfully breakdown and disintegrate. 
I believe the opposite would ihappen—a strengthening of role-relation- 
ships and Uii reconstruction of the university community. Possibly 
the new student non- government leaders should consider abolishing 
themselves at last? 
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More letters to the editor 
'Citadels of reason1 of 
the universities is a myth 
If universities, hence BGSU, are 
the "citadels of reason" as Dr. 
Hamilton believes, we are really 
hurting. How Is It reasonable that 
peasants are deprived of their 
civil liberties? 
Sociologically speaking, BG Is 
an Interesting "citadel of reason." 
It Is one of the few citadels, I 
hope, where peasants are so com - 
pletely out of tune with themselves 
and their environment. They know 
they have a right (accorded In 1961 
after a peasant rebellion) to get 
drunk, and they exercise this right 
to the best of their abilities. 
However, as far as their right 
to due process Is concerned, pea- 
sants do not qualify. Why not? 
Simple. BG Is a "citadel of 
reason." fc It not reasonable to 
issume that since due process does 
not apply to peasants now, It should 
not apply? Besides, who cares? 
There hasn't been an uprising here 
in 8 years. 
As I understand It, the peasant 
rebellion and consequent exile of 
the "rol soletl" of 1961 occurred 
as a result of a breakdown In 
communication, of the monarch 
deciding how the peasants should 
conduct themselves. But that is 
history; tlmjs: have changed. Or 
have they? 
This citadel just cannot accord 
rights on a moment's notice. Why 
that would mean reinstating Ron 
Nye.  Everyone knows he Is guilty. 
He doesn't need a trial—no matter 
what his rights are. 
Ron Is a p3isa.it; It Is common 
knowledge that peasants are guilty 
until proven Innocent. A precedent 
has already been set. The people 
(excuse me), peasants put on social 
probation for the Rodgers mixer 
were accorded no due process and 
were, In fact, denied legal counsel. 
Why should Ron Nye be an ex- 
ception, or any other peasant for 
that matter? 
So from a sociological per- 
spective, the next year or so at 
BG will definitely be satlsfylng- 
- watching just how much longer the 
peasants will continue their non- 
existence. Hopefully I will be here 
when the peasants realize what Is 
happening, when they begin to won- 
der why they are not being ac- 
corded rights guaranteed by the 
Constitution. 
When the peasants finally de- 
mand—not request their rights, I 
want to be there to note the re- 
action of the power elite. The 
rhetoric of concern for the pea- 
sants by the monarch, clergy, and 
most of the nobility Is polarized 
by ihe actual conditions of the pea- 
sants, 
The "Citadel of reason" of ths 
universities Is a myth.   Peasants 
of Bowling Green unite!   You have 
nothing to lose  but your chains. 
John   Jackson 
436 Darrow 
NYA no longer functioning 
Let It be known to all that the National Youth Alliance Is no longer 
a functioning group at Bowling Green. The discovery of Nazis within 
the national organization was a shock to all of our local members. By 
a unanimous vote of the membership, we have decided to sever all 
ties with the national organization and bury the name of NYA forever. 
In fact the editorial staff may add the word NYA to Its list of ov- 
scenltles which appeared on page two of Tuesday's BG News. Our 
membership is for a free American republic and abhors a dictatorship 
of either left or the right. Our hatred for Nazism Is the same as for 
com n inlsm. 
Although the NYA has been dissolved our fight against the leftist 
conspiracy has not. We have organized a new group called COUNTER- 
TH ?UST. 
COUNTERTHRUST stands for a patriotic America. We will continue 
the fight against SDS, Black Panterhs, White Panthers, drugs, sexual 
Immorality, and the Free University. Yet, the shock of being engulfed 
In a rightist conspiracy has also caused us to lead a fight against 
Nazism. 
We are burning our candle at both ends, but If It means saving America 
from a dictatorship of either extreme It will be worth It. I thank God 
that He gave us the light to sec that we were being led In the wrong 
direction, and I pray that He gives that same light to members of the 
New Left, for they too are being led In the wrong direction. The New 
Right and New Left may use force to achieve their goals, but only 
through prayer will America remain free. 
Roger J. Plnta 
419 & Enterprise 
Now we can stop wondering 
I saw your column In the B.G. 
News Tuesday, April 22. I've 
seen you on campus several times 
and often wondered what you stood 
for. I don't think I was (he only 
one that asked this question. 
We heard about you belonging 
to SDS and how heroic you war* 
In leading your troops against a 
dime cup of coffee In the union. 
(I'll lend you a dime If you can't 
quite cut It this month). But for 
some reason I hoped you really 
did believe In something concrete 
and sensible, after-all we could use 
a few leaders on campus. 
Thanks for you column. We can 
all stop wondering what you stand 
for now and you can go on fight- 
ing for big Important things like: 
cheap coffee, "balling In the 
street" "end of Money" "free 
criminals,"- "free food", and all 
i those other! tun things you men- 
tioned.'.'   ■   • ■■'   " " I      ■ "   •' 
Life   is   tough   isn't   It Scott? 
But dan't worry ; If the world 
doesn't give you what you want 
you   can always commit suicide 
or change the name of your club. 
Nick   Jan son 
201 Harshman A 
|  Calls paper   | 
§   appalling 
As a faculty member who Is 
sensitive to the needs of youth, 
and th3lr aspirations, I feel that 
I have sat by the wayside long 
enough. I am ?lso sure that I 
speak for the majority of people, 
faculty and students Included, on 
this campus. I must say that 
what I have been reading In your 
newspaper is both tasteless and 
apalllng. 
I refer more explicitly to your 
articles "The White Panthers" 
and "Revolution a la Jerrry Rub- 
In." Certainly there are more 
Important Issues at stake at this 
university than an unwashed, un- 
kept "chief freak," pot parties, 
and "balling in the streets, "which, 
by the way, leaves nothing to the 
imagination! 
I would like to remind you people, 
who seem to control the written 
medium of this university, that 
freedom Is never without Indiv- 
idual responsibility, and that your 
freedom ends where consideration 
to others and good taste begins. 
Have you ever seriously con- 
sidered the chaos that would re- 
sult If everyone were free to do 
just as he pleased? Mr. Kutlna 
seemed to Imply this in his list 
of demands. 
I would venture a guess that If 
you, Mr. Kutlna, and your cohorts, 
were ever to control this uni- 
versity, It wouldn't be long before 
your dem.inds (some bordering the 
Idiotic) would soon be replaced by 
"rules and regulations" estab- 
lished by you! And believe me, 
there's nothing more frustrating 
to a radical than belnu "reform- 
ed!!" Carol Durentlnl 
WHPE 
SEA wants relevant courses 
Why should a traditional 
club tie have the new 
full fashion shape? 
Only the new more luxurious lull- 
fashion shape (fuller under-the 
knot, wider throughout) is right with 
today's bolder shirt collars, wider 
jacket lapels. It shows off to best 
advantage the authentic British 
club insignia and imported silks of 
Resilio's outstanding traditional 
clubs. Resilio Traditional Neck- 
wear. Empire State Building, New 
York. NY. 10001. 
P.S. AH .Resilio ties have the new 
full fashion shape. 
Resilio 
Thanks 
Thanks and warm regards to 
everyone for participating In the 
Bowling Green Arts Festival. It 
was a Joy to read and be on your 
campus for the week. I'm grate- 
ful and would like to thank, in 
particular, Fred and Martha Eck- 
man, Len Estrln and the editor 
and staff of the BG News. 
Robert  Sward 
35 Pine Street 
Peterborough, N. H. 
THE CANTERBURY INN 
IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE 
PLAYING NEXT THREE WEEKS 
Wednesday thru Saturday 
Starting April 30th 
THE PRIMARY COLORS 
DON'T MISS THEM ■ DANCING STARTS AT 8:30 PM 
FO0TL0NG HOT DOGS    30* 
OPEN 
WED. & THURS. - 6:00PM - 2:30 AM 
FRI. & SAT. - 1:00 PM-2:30 AM 
"In education lies the future of 
America." This though' has been 
thrown around in so many dis- 
cussion groups, for so many high 
school essay contests that It has 
become meaningless and laugh- 
able. But perhaps we should take 
a new loak; perhaps education 
should have a new look. 
The role of education Is so im- 
portant that colleges have been 
built for and been maintained solely 
by educating educators. For this 
and other reasons education should 
be the most progressive curricula 
In the university. 
Unfortunately, It Is not. We are. 
bogged down with histories and 
philosophies of education, with 
learning how to test and measure 
our students. But are we learn- 
ing aiythlng about our career as 
professional educators? 
Do you know anything about your 
professional standing, legal pri- 
vileges? What would you do If 
your first week teaching, the 
teachers union called for a strike? 
What role does a school system, 
administration, local politics play 
In your classroom? What should 
you know at your first Job inter- 
view to ask intelligent questions? 
We believe th* education courses 
should be updated here at Bowling 
Green. On May fifth (5) at 7.00 
p.m. in the Union, the president 
of the Student Education Associa- 
tion at Ohio State University is 
going to speak about a successful 
program they Initiated, which w.is 
enthusiastically supported by fac- 
ulty and students to reform their 
education curriculum. 
If you want to have a hand In 
your education, In up-dating ed- 
ucation, in the future of America, 
come to this meeting for further 
Information. 
Officers of the Student 
Education Assoc. 
YIPPIEU 
Open Letter to Howard D. Ham- 
ilton, chalrm.in of the Political 
Science Departmsnt: 
"Beware of the Creeping Meat- 
ball! YIPPIEU!" 
Steve   Fox 
Cheryl  Muhovlch 
Bill Muhovlch 




250   Rodgers 
i , I l  ■   :        :  ; .  .     ,        i< .1 
Playtex invents the first-day tampon 
(We took the inside out 
to show you how different it is.) 
Outside: it's softer and silky (no/cardboardy). 
Inside: it's so extra absorbent... it even protects on 
your first day. Your worst day! 
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind... 
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent. 
Actually 45 % more absorbent on the average 
than the leading regular tampon. 
Because it's different. Actually'adjusts to you. 
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every 
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap 
is almost zero! 
Try it fast 
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'Festival of Life' arrives 
Thursday to enliven BG 
^From Associated Press" 
By JIM SMITH 
Issue Editor 
Scientists searching for the se- 
cret of creating life might be ab'.e 
to pick up some tips here In Bowl- 
ing Green, for life Is scheduled to 
come to campus Thursday. 
It is arriving through the aus- 
pices of the "Festival of i.lfe." 
a day-long event established and or- 
ganized by various students In- 
terested In livening up the campus. 
"If there Is any place In the 
world where a little life Is needed, 
said Gary I,Inzer, coordinator of 
the effort, "It is here." 
The purpose of the festival he 
said is to "create a community 
of consciousness...to bring life to 
Bowling Green." 
"Students on our campus," he 
remarked, "suffer from a lack of 
love In their hearts and a lack 
of Imagination In their heads." 
This condition I.Inzer claimed.  Is 
the result of the students being 
"coldly programmed In a think fac- 
tory that passes Itself off as being 
a university." 
"The festival,"Linzer continued, 
"is the natural Intellectual and so- 
cial extension of our desires to seek 
new knowledge and new directions 
of life." 
According to Kathy Skerl, who 
described herself as one of the 
Interested students, the entire inner 
campus will be transformed Into 
"a citadel of Joy, happiness, and 
truth." 
The series of events are sched- 
uled to begin at 9 a.m. and con- 
tinue until the participants get tired. 
"We'll go all night If the people 
want to,"  Miss Skerl  remarked. 
In front of the Administration 
Bldg., Folk City will spring up. 
As Its name Implies, the main 
activity of the community will be 
folk singing. 
At the opposite end of the green, 
Free City will come to life. This 
will feature a "trading post" set 
up in which students can trade 
Items for other goods they may 
want. 
Workshops will be held through- 
out the day In the Union Oval to 
discuss various contemporary poli- 
tical problems. 
Also featured during the day will 
be a variety of political films as 
well as Information tables spon- 
sored by different campus organi- 
zations. 
At 5 p.m., a band concert will 
begin on the steps of Williams Hall. 
It will continue, Miss Skerl said, 
"until we get tired." The evening 
will be highlighted by an appearance 
by Dave Browning and the levlta- 
tlon of the Ad. Building. 
Both Miss Skerl and Linzer em- 
phasized that everyone Is invited to 
attend and participate in their ef- 
fort to "bring life to BG." 
Tokyo students protest American control 
of Okinawa, ask for return of territory 
TOKYO (AP) - Thousands of 
radical students, throwing rocks 
and flaming sticks, turned Tokyo's 
Glnza area Into a tear gas-choked 
battleground yesterday, climaxing 
a day of antl-American demonstra- 
tions. 
Tokyo police, whose tight barri- 
cades kept the students away from 
the area housing the U.S. Embassy 
and main government offices, re- 
ported 94 officers were Injured. 
They said 877 students were ar- 
rested, but they did not know how 
many students and bystanders were 
hurt. 
Leftists had designated Monday 
"Okinawa Day", 17th anniversary 
of the World War II peace treaty 
which  placed  Okinawa under U.S. 
SAE IS NO. 1 
AND 
WE PROVED IT 
ON SUNDAY 
THE SAE PLEDGES 
control. The Japanese want the 
territory back and government talks 
are under way In Washington. Mon- 
day's demonstrators also shouted 
for abolition of the U.S.-Japan se- 
curity treaty. 
Converging on Tokyo's central 
railroad station, about 3,000 rad- 
ical students marched down the 
tracks to nearby Shlmbashl Station, 
snake danced through nearby neigh- 
borhoods, fought hit-and-run skir- 
mishes with riot police, and—under 
the Glnza's bright lights—ran up 
against a solid wall of police be- 
hind shields. 
Including students who attacked 
police elsewhere In the capital 
city, an estimated 5,000 radicals 
Joined In the violence. Police said 
12,000 riot police had been mobil- 
ized to handle them. 
The first violence of the day was 
a brief stoning of Prime Minister 
Eisaku Sato's private residence, 
but some 100 students were driven 
off before they damaged the home. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
Angel Drill Team!!! 
The Cherubs think 






REP. AT LARGE 
WEDNESDAY: OLD-TIME MOVIES 
THURSDAY:  7.-30-9.-30 GOOD TIMES 
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT: 
INDEPENDENT KLAUS 
SUNDAY: nr.c FIELDS FILM FESTIVAL 




■ Compiled by Ken Berzofa 
Navy reduces Korean force 
WASHINGTON - The Navy task force which was assigned to defend 
U.S. reconnalsance planes off Korea has been cut from an original 
29 to only eight vessels, the Pentagon disclosed yesterday. 
Remaining elements of the Task Force 71 Include the attaik air- 
craft carrier Enterprise and seven destroyer - type ships. 
A Pentagon spokesman said the eight remaining ships of the task force 
are now located "in the Yellow Sea - East China Sea area. The other 
ships are either now In port or heading for port In Japan and the Phil- 
lplnes, 
Navy keeps conduct code 
WASHINGTON - The Navy said yesterday It won't alter the cod; 
of conduct for U.S. prisoners of war despite criticism It Is too rigid 
for such circumstances as the North Korean imprisonment of 82 crew 
memf)ers of the spy ship Pueblo. 
The code forbids a prisoner from telling his captors more than his 
name, rank and serial number. It bars false confessions ttvit Cmdr. 
Lloyd Bucher and other Pueblo crewmfsmbers signed under threat of 
to.-ture. 
Irish minister resigns 
BELFAST, Northern Ireland - Capt. Terence O'Neill resigned yes- 
terday as prime minister of riot-torn Northern Ireland and said he 
had quit to serve "the cause of reform." 
O'Neill's departure came after weeks of political turbulence that 
erupted Into widespread street clashes on the Issue of civil rights 
in the six counties. 
The confrontation brought Northern Ireland's Roman Catholics into 
head-on collision with Protestant elements hostile to the Introduction 
of a one-man-one-vote system of enfranchisement. 
Nixon picks envoy to Japan 
WASHINGTON - President Nixon announced yesterday the new im- 
bassador to Japan will be Armin H. Meyer, 54-year-old career diplo- 
mat who now is the envoy to Iran. 
Meyer will replace U. Alexis Johnson, recently chosen to be under- 
secretary of state for political affairs. 
Official sees racial gains 
NEW YORK - A city official says "a major breakthrough" Is near 
In placing Negroes and Puerto Klcans In Jobs In New York's predom- 
inantly white construction Industry. 
Under a prototype project to begin in June at a Brooklyn lousing 
project, one Negro or Puerto Rlcan on-the-Job trainee will be em- 
ployed for each four Journeymen used. 
Court plans draft hearings 
WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court agreed yesterday to consider 
claims that the accelerated draft of Vietnam war protesters Is In vio- 
lation of the Constitution. 
Two separate appeals challenging the draft delinquency regulations 
will be heard next term. They were taken by the court over the opposi- 
tion of the Justice Department. 
Among the claim.i to be considered by the court are that the draft 
is being used to punish dissidents from U.S. war policy and that It 
is being used to stifle freedom of speech and expression. 
When our mechanic 
is finished working 
on that Volkswagen, 
he'll work on your 
Volkswagen. And 
when he's finished 
working on your 
Volkswagen, he'll 
work on another 
Volkswagen. 
Not much variety, but he sure knows Volkswagens. 
Evening Service Hours Mon. & Thurs. Till 9 p.m. 
Lou La Riche, Inc. 
920 Plaza ot Rt. 224 East @ 
(Opp. Ff. Findlay Shopping Center)     -miemm 
Phone: 422-6424      Findlay, Ohio 
More about 
(Continued  from page 1) 
does not. 
He said that he was not at all 
apprehensive about going to Kent 
because of the recen'. campus dis- 
turbances there. "I was down there 
last Tuesday, and the campus 
seemed quite normal," he contin- 
ued. 
Rogers goes to Kent 
The BG News, Tuesday, April 29, 1969 Page 5 
More about 
Dr. Rogers, whosj doctorate Is 
from th€ University of Michigan, 
said that he expects the administra- 
tion to Icok both outside and inside 
the Unlvarslty for a successor as 
director of the library. He added 
that he does not expect to be in- 
volved in the decision. 
In concluding his years at Bowl- 
Kohl wins tournament 
Kohl Hall won the UAD Chess 
Tournament trophy last Saturday on 
the basis of one tie-break point 
as the tournament ended In a dead- 
lock between Kohl and Conklln 
Halls. 
Bruce Downing was the undis- 
puted individual leader of the event 
as he  took the first place plaque 
with a perfect score of 5-0. Keith 
Bashaw and Daniel Haley, after 
changing leads several times, took 
the second and third place plaques 
with scores of 4-1. 
Bashaw, Michael Lenoff and 
George W. MacDonald were mem- 
bers of the Kohl Hall team. 
lng Green, Dr. Rogers said that ex- 
citement, Innovation, and challenge 
have been the main forces apply- 
ing to his administration. He had 
hoped for greater progress in three 
areas — the science library, devel- 
opment of a central serials record, 
and the growth of resources. 
The science library Is now sched- 
uled to open In the winter or spring 
of 1970. Building delays have been 
the major cause of Its slow pro- 
gress. Dr. Rogers said that the 
growth of resources was held back 
by limited  space budgets. . 
Dr. Rogers plans to take the 
month of June as vacation and 
start researching during the rest 
of the summer In Detroit, Cleve- 
land or Toronto. He assumes his 
position at Kent State at the begin- 
ning of the fall quarter next Sept- 
Mid East peace 
classifieds 1962 Austin- llealey 3000 eac.  238 
H-A, Coy. 
For Sale or Rent - Doll 1»' Mir- Furnished  two  bedroom   Apt. for HALF.  PAYMENT!    Sl.M.   CALL 
lner, Inboard, 185 h.p. Interceptor, rent for summer. University courts. SOCIOLOGY SMALL CWJUP I.AB- 
conv.  lop., wllh or without trailer. 1  block from rampus. < all -Sue 131 ORATORY   BETWEEN    1   AND! 
353-1021. Proul or tar0| 203 Chapman. p.m. EXT. 3291. 
Br«nd«lt Human Hair wl». Qlr. i bedroom furnished Apt. available 
lenflh 100% human Hair - Best for -Suminnr. Cell 354-9195 any 
offer. 353-4564. evening after «. 
Congratulatlona to Sandy & Tom, 
Marilyn it Dave on your pinning! 
Keep It up! 
100 cc. Yamaha traU cycle, excel- i Bdrm. Furn. Charles Apt. for Charter Flights Anywhere,anytime 
lent cond. Low mileage. Cell Sue summer. 2 blocks from campus, single or MulU-englne. Call 353- 
at S5J-718» after 5. call   Judy   413   East.   ExL   2711.     1701. 
1966 Honda «Scc. EsceUenl cond. 
Call 823-6181 or 823-6192. 
A Formal, site 3-5 Jr. Pet. Only 
worn once. Please contact 444 Ash- 
ley. 
1966 Honda S 90. Only 2700 
miles. Excellent cond., call 352- 
6972 after 6. 
2 bdrm Newlove Apt for summer. 
2 blocks from campus, (all Pam 
413 East Exl. 2711. 
Congratulations to Belle and Ron 
on your pinning and Carol and Larry 
on your lavallerlng Flying Teapots. 
Delta Sigma Tnetas, Alpha Slgs, 
Alpha Phi Alphas, ags - Dessert. 
Alpha CM. 
Slg Eps - Congratulate their new 
plnmates -- Marilyn and Dare, 
Kathy and Jim and Terry and Round- 
man. 
Sigma Alpha Kpallou Pledges Class 
Sex: Thanks Gsmim Phi's for 
a great time Friday night. 
Hub - adub - dub I found by BIG 
"Uttle Wlnggle" in the tubl Lore, 
I Ittle Judy. 
The girls who took the couch 
from Sand Ridge 111., contact lmm. 
352-0259. Belongs to a bus. Thank 
you very m ich. 
•:•:•     (Continued from page 1) 
conflict, a situation in which the 
Russians would basically be 
handing over the Issues of war 
and peace to a third party, he said. 
The former ambassador also 
cited the worsening of Russian 
relations with her client states 
In the area, because she Is the 
sole contributor to them and re- 
ceives the brunt of their com- 
plaints. 
It Is these Russian difficulties 
which are the greatest hope for 
peace, he said. 
Tne role of the Middle Eastern 
states was than analyzed by Dr. 
Badeau, who pointed out certain 
things they must do for them- 
selves. 
"The Middle Eastern states 
must control their own destinies. 
They must cooperate for controlled 
development after the great powers 
leave," he said. 
Internal conflicts tend to invite 
foreign Intervention In the area, 
and until these conflicts are re- 
solved, there can be no chance for 
neutralization In the area, he said. 
In a question and answer period 
after his speech, Dr. Badeau said 
he saw no chance coming In the 
Nixon administration's policy 
toward the Middle East, and It 
would follow general lines set down 
by former President Johnson. 
Dr. Badeau Is currently the 
director of the Middle East In- 
stitute at Columbia University In 
New York. He served as ambas- 
sador to Egypt under President 
Kennedy from 1931 to 1963. 
Low Society to try case 
TOR RENT 
Apt.   for   Sumner   Qlr.   for   mar- 
ried couple. 352-5/25. 
Needed: Two girls to share apt. 
for summer. Alr-cond. and close 
to campus. Contact Marsha 354- 
9844. 
Musi RENT! 1 or 2 girl room 
kitchen privileges. 451 S. Grove 
415/wk. Alice, 109 K-B. 
LOST AND FOUND 
Rog - Thanks for B.S. and T. 
you made us so very happy! I.uv, 
Linda, Marl, and Ann. 
Phi Tau'a - Thanx for the dlnner- 
and the groovy company. TheGam- 
mi Phi. 
Female roommate needed for real 
Of third quarter — 354-3473 after 
5. 
Needed 1 bedroom Apt. unfurnished 
for Fall 69-70 for Married Couple 
352-0196. 
Wanted: Woman to share furnished 
Apt. for summer tern: Varelty So, 
-352-7932. 
LOST-Pearl necklace, Sal., AprU 
19, In the vicinity of Student Union. 
It Is a sentimental keepsake. Re- 
ward. Call after 4 p.m. collect 
1-382-3361. 
Congratulations Karl on your pin- 
ning - From Ihe Slgm.i Alpha l p- 
sllon Pledges. 
Marina Jane: Happy BlrthdlylM 
Grow old along with me, thw best 
Isyeltobel    J.P. 
Congrats Dave and Marilyn on Slg 
Ep Pinning - II II. and Phyll. 
CongratulaUons Paul and Debby on 
your pinning - D.U. Pledges. 
congratulations Marilyn and Dave 
on your Slg Ep pinning. Janice and 
Becky. 
Brothers of Thets Chi: You'll al- 
ways be numlwr one wllh me. Geo- 
rgia. 
The BGSU Law Society will stage 
a mock trial Thursday evening as 
part of Law Day USA. 
A unique feature of this particu- 
lar trial, Is thai the Jury will be 
selected from the audience. 
John Yacos, a member of the 
society and one of the prosecuting 
attorneys in the case, said that nay 
member of the University commun- 
ity is welcome to come and par- 
ticipate. 
The case to be tried is real. Only 
the names have been changed to 
protect the innocent. It concerns a 
1965 murder case in which a Lake 
Township constable was convicted 
of shooting a man over the affec- 
tions of a barmaid. 
The gavel is slated to fall at 
6:30 p.m. for the trial, which will 
be held in the Common Pleas Court 
of   the Wood County Courthouse. 
BUSINESS AND PERSONAL 
VOLUNTEERS WANTED - SOCIAL 
PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENT. 
TIM •:    INVOLVED:    HOUR   AND A 
WIU type Theses or short papers, 
Call Kathy at 352-6363. 
Lynne - Sisters & Slsler-ln-law 
Forevert Congrat's to you £ Da- 
vid. Alpha Dell Love, Sharon. 
Syph,   Can  we   string your Guitar 
for you? The 209ers. 
Thanka   for   a   swlngln'   Saturday, 
Phi   Mu's   -   The  SAE   Pledges. 
Safety pays off 
Terry Glen Shannon, freshmm 
In the College of Liberal Arts, 
was the youngest person ever to 
win th? adult division of the Ohio 
Department of Highway Safety's 
seventh annual slogan-essay 
contest. 
Shannon won a 1969 Ford Mus- 
tang and the state's number one 
license plate for his slogan: 









The deadline for applica- 
tions for Student Body Boards 
and Committees has been ex- 
tended to Friday. 
Applications may be picked 
up in 405 Student Services 
Bldg.   from   9   a.m.-5   p.m. 
campus 
calendar 
AMERICAN  ARAB ASSOCIATION 
Will  meet tonight at 7:30 p.m. 
In the Wayne Room of the Union. 
BOWLING GREEN 
VETERAN'S CLUB 
A   meeting will be held Wed- 
nesday at 7 p.m.   in th-s Capitol 
Room   of   the   Union.      All   ex- 
servicemen are Invited. 
UNIVERSITi' KARATE CLUB 
Will  meet tonight  In  108 Wo- 
men's Bldg. from 7-9 p.m.    Be- 
ginners and visitors are welcome. 
The Sisters of Kappa Delta 
extend the white rose 
of sisterhood 
to their newly 
initiated sisters 
Bulletins are ready 
Summer School Bulletins 
can be picked up today in the 
Registrar's office, 110 Ad- 
ministration Bldg. 
CHARLIE & DONNA 






Pi - f GCt   sy in I:) 
•  the love you s h a r i 
Being with each other, doing things together... know- 
ing that your affection is growing into precious and 
enduring love. Happily, all these cherished moments 
will be forever symbolized by your diamond engagement 
ring. If the name. Keepsake, is in the ring and on the tag. 
you are assured of fine quality and lasting satisfaction. 
The engagement diamond is flawless, of superb color, 
and precise modern cut. Your Keepsake Jeweler will 
assist you in making your selection ... He's in the yellow 
pages under "Jewelers." Rings from $100 to $10,000. 
Illustrations enlarged to show detail.*Trade-mark reg. 
A. H. Pond Co., Inc.. Est. 1892. 
REGISTERED 
epss 
DIAMOND   RINGS 
__      _ 
HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING 
Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage- 
ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for 
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book. I I 
I (   Name. 
I Address. 





I   KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE. N. Y. 13201    I 
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SAE tops Sigma Nu in race 
By HOWARD CLEVELAND 
Assist. Issue Editor 
A week of competitive greek 
events ended Sunday with the 19th 
annual Bike and Trlke   Race. 
The race was held on a two- 
mile course surrounding the stad- 
ium. Fast times and second winds 
combined to make up a winning 
time. 
Teams were composed of bet- 
ween 10 and 15 riders, each riding 
from four to eight laps. A fresh 
rider took over every lap for the 
six-hour race. The team with the 
most laps a* the end won. 
This year's race started out 
with Sigma Alpha Epsllon peddling 
Into the lead and holding first place 
throughtout the grueling event. 
Theta Chi and Sigma Nu pumped 
It out for second place. 
With an hour left In the race 
Sigma Nu rode past Theta Chi, 
who had been out front for almost 
the entire race. With only min- 
utes remaining Theta Chi again 
caught second when the Snake's 
lost the chain on their former race- 
winning bike. 
Sigma Nu then held third place 
for the rest of the race. 
A member of Phi Kappa Psl 
was the fastest rider of the day 
in a special speed lap. 
The race then moved to Union 
Track , where sororities faced 
off for the Trlke Race event. 
The "women" on the three- 
wheelers race one lap and ex- 
change the trike (trl-cycle type) 
for a new rider three times dur- 
ing the race. Alpha XI Delta beat 
Chi Omega In final heat and rode 
off with the honors. 
On Friday night the Union Track 
was the cite of the Sixth Annual 
Beta Little 500. Both brother 
and sisters race special carts 
around the specially-designed and 
equipped track. 
The teams consist of three push- 
ers and one rider. Fraternities 
must complete three laps and sor- 
orities one lap. The fastest brother 
and/or sister wins. 
The winners in the sorority 
and fraternity divisions for cart 
riders were Alpha XI Delta and 
Sigma Phi Epsllon. 
Last Thursday night the first 
Inter-Fraternity Council Greek 
Sing was held at the Student Ser- 
vices Building. All of the frat- 
ernities    sang one of the house 
songs. Theta Chi, second in the 
bike race, placed first with their 
s*eetheart song. Sigma Phi Ep- 
sllon wis second, while Sigma 
Alpha Epsllon took third. 
A pizza eating contest sponsored 
by Palagla'spitted representatives 
from each house against the clock 
as they stuffed themselves with 
pizza. The winner was Mike 
McLaughlin, a well-rounded 
member of Theta Chi. 
Other Greek events to comiith's 
spring are Sigma Chi Derby Day 
and lie Phi Kappa Tau Bed Race. 
BETA 500-Greeks rallied Friday night in the U-     requires speed and strength. BIKE RACE-Teamwork- is the word a* Theta Chi'i make an ex- 
nion oval as sororities and fraternities competed change in the Bike Race   Sunday   which resulted in a second place 
in the traditional Beta 500, a race of carts which (Photo by Alex Burrows)        ronking for them.   (Photo by Howie Cleveland) 
They're CORJAM -tastic! 
...easy care, wipe and wear...water resistant... 
long wiring   .great looking!    They're comfortable, too, featuring 
flexible so,.,. Ml leather lining, cushion arch, and sure grip 
sp.kes.   Buy now and save $5.10 at Lasalle's.   In black and 
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Falcon lacrossers stun Kenyon 
By GARY DAVIS 
«~v    ,. Soo-ts Editor 
"The big scores come when yo>J 
least expect them," said lacrosse 
coach Mickey Cochrane, after a 
17-0 pelting of Kenyon. 
A determined, but wary Falcon 
lacrosse team challenged the Ken- 
yon Lords and the "best goalie In 
the Midwest", Saturday but before 
15 minutes had elapsed, all con- 
cern had dissolved. A well-disci- 
plined and aggressive display of 
lacrosse finesse was productive 
after only three minutes of play. 
Joe Zimmerman, who scored five 
goals (tying the single game mark) 
In the first period, managed his 
first on a perfect toss from John 
Dohms and the Falcons were off 
and running. They didn't stop run- 
ning until the quarter break, and 
by then, they had erupted for seven 
more goals to initiate the most 
stunning one-sided defeat of a res- 
pectable  Midwest lacrosse team. 
"We played i pefect game of 
lacrosse," said a Jubilant Coch- 
rane, "there was nothing I could 
say at the quarter and very little 
I could say at the half; we were 
doing everything right." 
In easily their best performance 
of the season, the Falcons bested 
their 16-1 shellacking of the Uni- 
versity of Michigan club. They 
completely dominated all phases of 
the game, holding the Lords in 
their end of the field until eight 
minutes had elapsed. The Falcons 
were up 4-0 at the time and Ken- 
yon's visits to the BG end were 
more Infrequent as the first half 
progressed. 
Bowling Green unleashed a 65- 
shot barrage on Kenyon's talented 
Jim Peace, who was forced to 
turn back 28 of the accurate tosses. 
Peace made some excellent stops, 
but resembled a sieve after the 
Falcons   put   17   throws   by him. 
"We had the same opportuni- 
ties against Michigan," said Coch- 
rtn*, "but these went in." All 
were the courtesy of a patient 
and accurate offensive effort. 
The Falcons lengthened the mar- 
gin to 12 goals at the half, with 
no letup In their pace. The de- 
fense completely muffled the Ken- 
yon attack, allowing one shot in 
the second stanza. The second 
half remained to answer some ques- 
tions. In two previous encounters 
the stickers had wasted leads. 
"The second half was a testing 
period, to see If we slacked off," 
said Cochrane, •' I was concerned 
about the last two games and the 
poor second halves." 
Substituting freely throughout the 
second half, Cochrane witnessed no 
slow up In the gam: tempo. His 
charges poured through five more 
goals while choking the Kenyon of- 
fense completely on defense. The 
ability of the reserves to enter 
and maintain the pace was a bright 
spot and instrumental in the strong 
second half. The Lords were being 
destroyed morally and physically. 
"We set the record straight," 
said Cochrane, about pre-game ap- 
proach. "We had been feeling we 
should win by a Mt number of 
goals when we went against some- 
one." 
The reversal was noticeable and 
the convincing win Saturday ran the 
Falcon win streak to six games 
and to a perfect 2-0 ledger in the 
Midwest. Bowling Green emassed 
a 65-31 edge in shots enroute to 
the win. 
Falcon goalies Sam Glarrusso 
and Buz Chaffee combined for the 
shutout. Sam male five stops in 
three quarters and Buz backed well 
turning back six shots In the most 
aggressive   Kenyon quarter. 
Terry Smith and Chuck Winters 
led the stickers to a 83-58 edge in 
groundballs with 12 and 15 respec- 
tively, while chu.-k matched Zim- 
merman's six points (five goals, 
one assist) with three goals and 
three assists. 
Bowling   Green 8  4   2   3  - 17 
Kenyon College 0 0 0 0-0 
GOALS—Bowling Green, Zimmer- 
man (5), Winters (3), Hart (3), 
Farrell (2), Sachse, Lleberfarb, 
Correll, Curtis. 
ASSISTS--Bowling   Green,   Dohms 
(4),     Winters    (3),   Zimmerman, 
Smith, Farrell, Sachse 
SAVES—Bowling Green, Glarrusso 
5,   Chaffee 6;  Kenyon,   Peace  28 
SHOTS—BG «5, Kenyon 31 
GROUNDBALLS—BG 83, Kenyon 58 
FACEOFFS—BG 15. Kenyon 4 
PENALTIES —BG 9, Kenyon 7 SCORING    ATTEMPT-Falcon    sticlcman   Terry 
Smith (attack) gets set to make a cut toward the 
goal in BG's  17 1) romp over Kenyon. 
the sixth straight for BG. 
The Win wns 
Bogeyman gets the Birds 
in MAC golf invitational 
By ALEX ANGELLE 
Sportswrlter 
Ohio University staged a repeat 
performance for the rest of the 
Mid-American conference 1.11 its 
invited guests at Huntlngton, West 
Virginia, as the Bobcats ran aw-iy 
with first place In the third annual 
Mid-American conference Invita- 
tional golf tournament. 
It was the second straight victory 
for the Bobcats In this Important 
twelve-team tournament. They won 
It last year on their own course, 
but did not mind travelling to the 
Guyan Golf and Country Club In 
Huntlngton, West Virginia, to win 
it this year. 
Bowling Green finished a distant 
last as their 1.240 strokes for the 
54 holes was exactly 110 more than 
the 1,130 that Ohio U. posted to 
win the tournament. 
Miami and Ke.i'ucky tied for se- 
cond place at 1,145, far off the 
winning pace set by Ohio U. Cin- 
cinnati was a close third at 1,146, 
while the host-team, Marshall, fin- 
ished   fourth with  1,151  strokes. 
Kent State dropped one place from ■ heir finish last year, as the Flash- 
es were fifth this time. Eastern 
Ke.i'ucky and Morehead State were 
sixth and seventh respectively, 
while MAC teams Toledo and West- 
ern Michigan filled the eighth and 
ninth spots. Youngstown was tenth, 
and Bowling Green, because of the 
tie between Miami and Kentucky 
for second place, finished last in 
twelfth    place out of the  twalve 
teams. 
Medalist for the tournimont was 
Ohio University's 'Slugger- White, 
whose 71—70—76—217, dazzled all 
other competitors on the par-72 
course. 
Bowling Greens' top performer 
was Tom Bohardt. The senior- 
swinger turned in a respectable 
79—76—80—235 for the 54 holes. 
Next were Cralg Leister at 240, 
Ed Hadaw-iy with 254, Jim Sevlng 
at 259, and Rod Hill at 260, and 
Tom Ohlmacher at 262. 
Falcon golf coach Forrest C rea- 
son commented simply that Bowl- 
ing Green "played very poorly." 
He also noted that "We'll be look- 
ing for golfers who can play better 
than the team lid this weekend." 
The Falcon golf mentor said he 
was pleased to note that the fresh- 
man team, which is being counted 
on for next year, finished second 
at Ohio State In a six - team 
tournament which was won by the 
Buckeyes, and Included Ohio Uni- 
versity, Miami, Ball State, and 
Michigan State, who finished in that 
order. 
UP WITH IT-Joe Zimmerman 
who scored five goals to tie a 
single game record, picks ur a 
ground ball. 
■ 
Sid Sink captures two-mile 
in Penn Relays Carnival 
STRONG DEFENSE.-The Falcons' lacrosse team 
has been exceedingly stingy with goals during the 
current   campaign,   limiting   six   opponents   to an 
averagM  of   less   than  four  games   per contest. 
(Photos by Larry Nighswander) 
By DENNY WHITE 
Assistant Sports Editor 
The ten hour bus ride from Phila- 
delphia Saturday must have seemed 
like it took a full day to the Bowl- 
ing Green track and field team af- 
ter their unrepresentative perfor- 
mance in the 75th annual Penn Re- 
lay Carnival. 
Sid Sink's win in the two-mile 
race stood out among his BG team- 
mates as much as the Falcons' 
bright orange warmup suits did to 
the estimated crowd of 40,000 in 
sun-baked Franklin Field. 
Also sharing the limited glory for 
Mel Brodt's squad was discus 
thrower Jim Reardon, who placed 
fourth with his best throw ot the 
year, 171'8". Reardon, a senior 
from Rochester, Minnesota, took 
a third place last year In the sama 
meet with a throw of only 164' 
9". 
If  there  Is a sophomore Jinx, 
Sink doesn't know about it as the 
confident distance runner from 
Falrvlew Park promptly became a 
cross country All-Amprlean, then 
set two new BG Indoor track re- 
cords, and already has won three 
different distance races in the young 
outdoor season. 
For the first tlmfl, the Falcons' 
only healthy distance runner com- 
peted in only one race and he re- 
sponded by covering the two miles 
In 8:47.6, beating such notables as 
Yale's Frank Shorter, Holy Cross's 
Bob DeLong, and OU's Bob Bertel- 
son. 
Bowling Green was not the only 
Mid - American school to go unno- 
ticed, as the rest of the MAC squads 
came nowhere close to equalling 
their combined showing of last 
year when they won more than five 
first places. An exception this past 
weekend was Toledo's Mel Miller 
who won the pole vault with a vault 
of 16 feet. 
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Falcons split doubleheader with Rockets 
By DAVID EGBERT 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Bowling Green's diamond squad 
scattered 25 hits all over Toledo's 
ball   field In a Saturday double- 
header, but the offensive display 
was only good enough for a split 
In the twin bill. 
The Falcons took their second 
loss In conference competition in 
the opener 7-4. before rallying for 
a 7-2 win In the nightcap. 
"We Just had too many mistakes 
In the first game," said Falcon 
Coach Dick Young, adding, "only 
two    of their     runs should have 
RALLY ON--BG's diamond squad attempts to push    Kockets.     Jim  McKenzie,  Falcon centerfielder, 
home  some tallies in  Friday's game against the     steps into the pitch served up by the TU hurler. 
Young's strategy in ninth 
pays for diamond team 
By DAVID EGBERT 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Compare an unusual move that 
the Philadelphia Phillies pulled In 
the 30' s with Bowling Green Coach 
Dick Young's strategy Friday In 
a 10-9 win against Toledo and It 
appears the Falcon head mentor 
was risking as miich as a ground 
crew making twj trips out with 
the tarp. 
The Phillies, ho'.dlng a 12-8 
lead, gave up an Intentional walk 
with the bases loaded believing 
the scheduled batter was a threat 
to whack the ball over the out- 
field wall and tie up the ball game. 
Young didn't go quite this far 
but his strategy to Intentionally 
put the winning run on base was 
not exactly following the percent- 
ages. 
The bo'.dness paid off through 
as reliefer Jim Lelnlnger got the 
next hitter to slap the ball to 
second baseman John Knox, who 
flipped over to Mel Karnehm for 
the force at second. Karnehm 
relayed quickly to first for a game 
ending double play. 
Runs were as abundant as mos- 
qultos In a woods.  Bowling Greea 
scored four In the opening stanza, 
two coming on a two-bagger by 
Russ Hagerty. Jim McKenzie's 
sacrifice fly and a pop fly double 
by   Bob   Hill  plating   the  others. 
TU rallied to close the gap to 
4-3 but BG came back with two 
In the third and three more In the 
fourth to take a 9-3 bulge. Jim 
Barry's triple started the scoring 
barrage while a wild pitch, a 
doubleplay ball an 1 run tallying 
hits by Bruce Rasor and McKen- 
zie brought home the next four. 
After Knox singled home Hill, 
the Falcons bats went silent and 
the Rockets struck for two runs 
In the fifth, seventh and eighth 
to set up the exciting ninth. 
Ron Well man, who started for 
the   Falcons,   notched   his   sixth 
straight win but needed relief help 
from Tom Schweitzer and l.eln- 
lnger. 
Well man has control problems 
and threw 109 pitches before he 
was removed after his six and 
one third Innings of work. Sch- 
weitzer came on after the Rockets 
had knlcked Wellman for two sin- 
gles and two walks and got Ralph 
. Kubackl to hit Into an Inning end- 
ing double play. 
Hill, McKenzie and Knox each 
had two safetlej lplece to lead 
the hitting attack and end a scor- 
ing drought which had seen only 
nine runners cross the plate In 
the previous five ball games. 
The victory lifted the season re- 
cord to 12-8 with BG standing at 
a solid 3-1 In the MAC. 
Football game 
set for Saturday 
The annual spring football 
clash between the first term 
and the second team will be 
held Saturday afternoon at 
2 p.m. In Doyt Perry Stadium. 
The fans can get a preview of 
Coach Don Nehlen's offensive 
backfleld change with Bob 
Zlmpfer taking over Eddy 
Jones' split end position and 
Fred Mathews playing wing- 
back where Zlmpfer played 1 
last year. 
Netters move fo 5-4 with victories 
By KEN BERZOF 
Assistant Sports Editor 
Double Impressive victories last 
weekend over Wayne State and 
Western Michigan have given the 
tennis team a 5-4 record In their 
first   nine games.     The netters 
have   now   won four  matches In 
their last five outings. 
Friday's competition was Wayne 
State. Playing very well, BG 
easily took the contest by an 8-1 
margin. 
Saturday's foe was a visiting 
Western Michigan squad. A fired 
up Falcon team emerged victor- 
ious In their home opener,'taking 
the Broncos by a 7-2 count. 
A large crowd lined the fen- 
ces watching BG open their home 
campaign and saw the top three 
men, Dennis Cavanaugh, Mike 
Miller, and Mike Costello, record 
victories. Cavanaugh and Costello 
raised their records to 6-3, while 
Miller extended his unbeaten st- 
reak to nine.   Bowling Green also 
won all three doubles matches. The 
surprise was the team of Guen- 
ter Herold and Mark Goldnerwho 
lost the first set, and has trail- 
ing In the second before winning 
the set and taking the third set 
for the victory. 
Head coach Bob Gill was quite 
pleased with the crowd as well 
as the performances of his play- 
ers. He attributed the win over 
Western Michigan, BG's second In 
fifteen years, as a combination bet- 
ween the Improvement the Falcons 
have made and the fact that Western 
Michigan Is In a rebuilding year. 
The only senior on the squad this 
year Is their number one player, 
Jack Sarlore, who defeated Dennis 
Cavanugh last vear.    This time 
the tables were  turned In three 
sets. 
The squad now turns Its attention 
to the rest of this week for four 
straight matches in as many days, 
starting tomorrow with M u-shall, 
and ending on Saturday with Kent 
State. In between they will play 
Notre Dame and Eastern Michi- 
gan. Only the Eastern Michigan 
match   will   be   an   away   game. 
ELECT 
DONGUTA 
REP. AT LARGE 
SWAN CLUB SHOW 
THUR&, FRyfc SAT. 
Tickets available in the Union 
scored." 
"One scored when an lnflelder 
didn't have his sun glasses on and 
lost the ball In the sun, another 
scored on a wild pitch and a poor 
relay let one player score from 
first on a double," he said. 
BG took a short-lived lead In the 
second when Jim Barry singled 
with one out and after Bob Hill 
doubled him to third, Toledo hurler 
Paul Mullenhour wild pitched the 
runner across the plate. 
The Rockets came back with a 
single tally In the bottom of the 
second and put the game away with 
four markers In the fourth and two 
more in the seventh. Bowling Green 
scored its final runs in the eighth. 
Catcher Bruce Rasor whacked a 
one-base knock, Jim McKenzie 
walked and after the next two Fal- 
cons were retired, Mike Harris 
cam': in as a pinch hitter and stroked 
a run-scoring single. 
John Knox then walked and Mel 
Karnehm ended BG's scoring with 
a two RBI double. 
"It was just one of those days 
when the ball wouldn't drop. We 
left five or six on base. BUI (Grein) 
pitched well enough, but Toledo 
Just hit with men on," said Young. 
A 13 hit attack backed righthander 
Terry Bork's five hit, 12 strikeout 
pitching In Bowling Green's 7-2 
triumph in the second game. 
"Bork pitched a beautiful game; 
he got 12 of the 21 outs himself," 
the coach said. "It made our de- 
fense a little better." 
"The number of runs we scored 
was encouraging and out pitching 
has been fine. It was a good week- 
end," said Young. 
The Falcons fell behind 1-0 in 
the seven-inning nightcap but single 
runs In the third and fourth paved 
the way for a five-run explosion 
In the sixth frame. 
Barry grounded out to open the 
sixth. It was only the lull before 
the storm, though, as singles by 
Rasor and hurler Bork, a walk 
to Knox and Karnehm and two 
RBI blows on Russ Hagerty's double 
and Bob Hill's one-bagger did all 
the damage. 
Toledo must have thought Bork 
was throwing ping-pong balls up 
to the plate as the first six put- 
outs were recorded as strikeouts. 
Bork added another in the third, 
two In the fifth and sixth and 
fanned the final batter of the con- 
test. » 
Hagerty banged the ball to the 
tune of four for four and raised 
his team-leading average to .354. 
He's clos»ly followed by Knox at 
.351 and Rasor with .345. 
The Falcons currently stand at 
4-2 in the MAC, good enough for 
third place behind Ohio U. (6-1) 
and Western Michigan (5-1). After 
BG com»s Marshall (3-3), Miami 
(3-4), Toledo (1-5) and Kent State 
(0-6). 
Bowling Green will send Jim 
Lelnlnger and Tom Thels to the 
mound today at 2 p.m. In a double- 
header against Ohio Sta'e. The 
host Buckeyes slumped to a 16-20 
season last year after capturing 
three straight Big Ten champion- 
ships. Coach Young Is hoping to 
give some of the non-regulars ex- 
perience In the OSU clash. 
COMING HOME-Greg Miller comes home with one of 10 runs scor- 
ed against Toledo in a 10-9 MAC win, which kept the Falcons in 
third place with a 4-2 record.   (Photos by Dave McCoy) 
STO NEGATE 
TODAY APRIL 29 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT opportunities will be of- 
fered in the Cleveland area. Interviews will be held 
In the Placement Office today only. Business, edu- 
cation, and liberal arts majors Interested In sum- 
mer jobs are welcome to discuss a sales training 
program. No experience Is needed. 
